




The expression of grief through singing:
A case study of a geriatric male in music therapy sessions.
INABA Chika, MT-BC, LCAT (New York)
Abstract
This study describes the relationship between musical elements and grieving process. Song writing
and improvisation are often used for grief care in music therapy; however, many grieving clients over-
come their losses and bereavement by singing non-grief-themed songs. Grounded Theory was used to
analyze the musical and verbal expressions of a geriatric client.  His sessions had terminated before
this study.  Four psychological stages are categorized: Chaos and Exploration, Split, Awareness and
hope, and Acceptance.  Those stages are analogizing to a thanatological grieving process. The features
of each stage reflect both the musical elements of the songs and his musical expressions. Although the
songs he selected were not directly related to his grief or losses, the selected songs represented his
grief. These findings resulted from a single case, which discussed the significance of understanding
clients through music and possible roles of the music therapist during this stage of life.
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